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Abstract

This paper considers a common-pool resource where a regulator announces a new policy

curbing appropriation (usage fee). While �rms respond reducing their appropriation once the

fee is in e¤ect, we identify under which conditions �rms choose to increase their appropriation

before the fee comes into e¤ect. We demonstrate that this policy-induced appropriation increase

is more likely when: (1) several �rms compete for the resource; (2) �rms sustain some market

power; (3) �rms impose signi�cant cost externalities on each other; and (4) the resource is

scarce. Our results, therefore, indicate that policy announcements can trigger increases in

resource exploitation before the policy comes into e¤ect.
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1 Introduction

Usage fees are often suggested as a tool to curb the excessive appropriation that �rms exploiting a

common-pool resource choose if left unregulated. Fees can help �rms internalize the cost externality

that their appropriation imposes on other �rms operating in the same commons, ultimately leading

them to exploit the resource at the socially optimal level. While this analysis yields �rst-best

outcomes once the policy comes into e¤ect, it overlooks the potential anticipatory e¤ects that the

policy triggers in �rms�appropriation decisions before the policy comes into e¤ect. If �rms choose

to increase their resource exploitation � anticipating a loss in future payo¤s once regulation is

implemented� the policy becomes less e¤ective since overall appropriation does not decrease as

expected, and may even increase. If, instead, �rms choose to decrease their exploitation, the policy

becomes e¤ective even before coming into force. While the empirical literature has extensively

evaluated the potential increase or decrease in pollution before an environmental policy comes into

e¤ect, we examine how �rms�anticipatory behavior is a¤ected by industry characteristics.

Our model considers a polluting industry with N �rms exploiting a common pool resource

(CPR) which does not have a close substitute, implying that the regulator cannot subsidize a clean

alternative to a¤ect the CPR exploitation.1 Our setting allows for di¤erent types of industries as

special cases. First, when �rms are price takers and generate a cost externality on their rivals, our

model resembles a standard CPR. Second, when �rms face a downward sloping demand curve in the

output market and do not generate cost externalities on each others�pro�ts, our setting coincides

with a standard Cournot model of quantity competition. Third, when �rms face a downward sloping

demand curve and generate cost externalities, our model includes features of the two extreme

settings described above. Allowing for di¤erent types of industries helps us predict the anticipatory

e¤ects of taxation in di¤erent CPRs.

As expected, when �rms exploit a CPR with large cost externalities and are price takers in

the product market, our results show that �rms increase their exploitation of the resource before

the policy comes into e¤ect. This setting is, however, rather stylized. When we relax the above

assumptions, allowing for �rms to face a downward sloping demand curve, our �ndings suggest that

�rms may reduce their appropriation in anticipation of the future policy. This is a positive result for

regulators since the policy not only entails e¢ ciency gains at the period when it is implemented, but

potentially in previous periods, as �rms�exploitation approaches the social optimum. Speci�cally,

we show that appropriation is more likely to decrease in anticipation of future taxes when: (1)

few �rms compete for the resource, (2) �rms are not price takers in the market where they sell

their appropriation, (3) �rms do not impose signi�cant cost externalities on each other, and (4) the

resource is abundant and/or grows across periods.2 If some of these conditions do not hold, our

1 Instead, we focus on CPRs where appropriation levels is socially excessive, such as several �shing grounds and
acquifers. According to FAO (2018), the percentage of stocks �shed at biologically unsustainable levels increased
from 10 percent in 1974 to 33.1 percent in 2015, with the largest increases in the late 1970s and 1980s.

2 In the context of polluting industries, Marz and Pfei¤er (2015) also identify a production and pollution decrease
in the context of a monopolist extracting natural resources, but do not study settings with several �rms. Similarly,
Nachtigall and Rubbelke (2016) �nd a similar policy response in the context of resource extraction where �rms bene�t
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�ndings suggest that the introduction of regulation will induce �rms to respond by increasing their

�rst-period appropriation, partially o¤setting the e¤ects of regulation during the second period.

In the context of polluting industries exploiting a non-renewable resource, the �green paradox�

literature identi�es a positive policy response, where �rms respond by increasing pollution before

the period in which the policy comes into e¤ect.3 For instance, in an empirical study, Di Maria et

al. (2012) �nd a 9% increase in the amount of sulphur emitted measured in the period mediating

the announcement of Title IV of the Clean Air Act a¤ecting CO/O3/SO2, in 1990, and its �nal

implementation, in 2000. Similar results apply to Lemoine (2017), who uses future markets data to

study the American Clean Energy and Security Act, announced in 2009, planned to become into

e¤ect in 2013, but that �nally was not implemented as the bill did not come up for a vote in the

Senate.4 Several papers found, instead, industries that react to new policies by reducing their pol-

lution before the implementation of the law, or whose pollution remained una¤ected. Hammar and

Löfgren (2001), for instance, analyze the Swedish Sulphur Tax, �nding a 59% reduction in sulphur

dioxide between its announcement, in 1989, and its �nal implementation, in 1992.5 Finally, Costello

and Ka¢ ne (2008) examine how an insecure property right framework a¤ects the exploitation of a

CPR, where renewal may not be granted. They �nd that uncertainty on renewed concession can

induce to e¢ cient exploitation. However, they do not analyze the anticipatory e¤ect of the policy.6

We contribute to the debate of the anticipatory e¤ects of taxation to industries mostly over-

looked by the above literature: CPRs where every �rm imposes a cost externality on its rivals and

standard oligopolies with di¤erent degrees of market power. Our results help identify under which

contexts we should expect appropriation reductions before regulation comes into e¤ect, which yield

unambiguous e¢ ciency gains, and under which settings we should, instead, anticipate a more in-

tense exploitation of the resource before the policy is implemented, yielding more ambiguous gains

in this case. Our �ndings suggest that policy makers regulating CPRs where some of the above

four conditions hold should expect that policy announcements lead to lower appropriation levels,

even before the policy enactment.

Section 2 presents our model. Section 3 then analyzes equilibrium results, as well as its com-

parative statics. Section 4 discusses our policy implications.

from learning-by-doing.
3As initially suggested by Sinn (2008), the �green paradox�refers to the possibility that climate policies, such as

emission fees, which are aimed at reducing carbon emissions, instead lead to an increase in emissions; see Jensen et
al. (2015) for a detailed literature review.

4For other contributions to this literature considering price-taking �rms, see Strand (2007), Hoel (2010), Werf and
Di Maria (2011), Di Maria et al. (2014), Smulders et al. (2012), Ploeg (2013), and Di Maria et al. (2012). Other
contributions include Grafton et al. (2012) and Van der Ploeg and Withagen (2012).

5Other empirical studies reporting signi�cant reductions in pollutants after the policy announcement and before its
implementation include Malik and Elrod (2017) in the pulp, paper, and paperboard industries; Agnolucci and Ekins
(2004) for CO2 emissions; and the Swedish Environmental Protection Agency Report (2000) for shulphur dioxide. Di
Maria et al. (2014) �nds no signi�cant change in coal use after the announcement of the Acid Rain Policy, a¤ecting
the coal industry and SO2 emitting �rms, between its announcement in 1990 and its enactment in 1995.

6Riekhof and Bröcker (2017), using a general equilibrium model, examine the e¤ect of the announcement of a
carbon emissions tax on generation of emissions. However, they do not explicitly examine the strategic e¤ects of
this announcement on �rms�appropriation level in a CPR and do not identify which speci�c industry characteristics
generate more signi�cant policy responses.
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2 Model

Consider an industry where N � 2 �rms compete in quantities, facing a linear inverse demand

p(X) = 1� bX, where b � 0 and X denotes aggregate �rst-period appropriation. Every �rm i faces

cost function

C(xi; x�i) =
xi(xi + �x�i)

�

during the �rst period, where � represents the total stock, xi denotes �rm i�s appropriation, and

x�i �
X
j 6=i

xj represents the aggregate appropriation by all other N�1 �rms. Total cost is, therefore,

increasing and convex in �rm i�s appropriation, xi. Firm i�s cost is also linearly increasing in its

rivals�appropriation x�i if � > 0. Therefore, parameter � � 0 indicates the extent of the cost

externality that every �rm�s appropriation imposes on its rival, e.g., exploitation becomes more

costly for �rm i as �rm j increases its appropriation. When � = 0, total cost collapses to x2i
� ,

thus being independent on �rm j�s appropriation, whereas when � = 1, the cost function becomes
xi(xi+x�i)

� .

Finally, total and marginal costs are decreasing in the stock�s abundance, �, and we assume

that aggregate appropriations cannot exceed the total stock, � > X. Since price becomes zero

at aggregate appropriation X = 1
b , our setting allows for the case in which the stock is relatively

abundant, � > 1
b , and thus imposes no capacity constraint on �rms�appropriation decisions. That

is, even if aggregate appropriation is X = 1
b , yielding a zero price for the product, the resource is

not depleted. Our model also allows for the case in which the stock is relatively scarce, � � 1
b ,

implying that �rms face a limited resource before reaching a zero price, which is a more natural

assumption in CPRs.7

In the second period, every �rm faces a similar cost function as in the �rst period

C(qi; q�i) =
qi(qi + �q�i)

�(1 + g)�X

where qi denotes �rm i�s second-period appropriation, and q�i represents aggregate appropriation

by �rm i�s rivals. The available stock at the beginning of the second period is �(1 + g)�X, where
g � 0 denotes the growth rate of the initial stock, �. When g = 0, the initial stock � does not

grow at all, entailing that �rms face an available stock of � � X at the beginning of the second

period. In contrast, when X = g�, the stock is fully recovered, so the initial stock � is available

again at the beginning of the second period. In this case, the second-period cost function becomes

C(qi; qj) =
qi(qi+�q�i)

� , thus being symmetric to that in the �rst period.

Our model thus embodies standard CPR models as a special case when b = 0 and � > 0. In this

setting, �rms take price as given, but their appropriation generates a negative externality on their

rivals�costs, who experience a higher appropriation cost since the resource became more depleted.

7When � > 1
b
, the initial assumption � > X holds for all levels of aggregate appropriation X in inverse demand

function p(X) = 1 � bX. However, when � � 1
b
, the initial assumption � > X implies that aggregate appropriation

X lies in the left segment of the inverse demand curve.
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Our model also embodies standard Cournot competition as a special case when b > 0 and � = 0.

In this context, every �rm�s sales a¤ect market prices, but its appropriation does not entail a cost

externality on other �rms. Finally, we allow for mixed settings where prices are not given, b > 0,

and externalities are present, � > 0.

The time structure of the sequential-move game is the following:

1. First period.

(a) The regulator announces a fee t that will come into e¤ect at the beginning of the second

period.

(b) Every �rm i 2 N simultaneously and independently chooses its �rst-period appropriation

xi not subject to fees.

2. Second period.

(a) Fee t comes into e¤ect.8

(b) Observing both fee t and the pro�le of �rst-period exploitation (x1; x2; :::; xN ), every

�rm i simultaneously and independently chooses its second-period appropriation qi.

Therefore, �rm i�s �rst-period pro�t is

�i(xi; x�i) = (1� bX)xi �
xi(xi + �x�i)

�
(1)

where X � xi+x�i represents �rst-period aggregate appropriation. Similarly, second-period pro�t
is

�i(qi; q�i) = (1� bQ)qi �
qi(qi + �q�i)

�(1 + g)�X � tqi (2)

where Q � qi + q�i indicates second-period aggregate appropriation. For simplicity, we consider

that demand does not change across periods. Relative to expression (1), the pro�t in (2) indicates

that �rm i faces a more depleted resource and a per-unit fee t � 0. As described below, this is a
usage fee that the regulator sets to control the appropriation of the resource.9

Social planner. Social welfare in the �rst period, when fees are absent, is given by

SW1(xi; x�i) � CS1(X) + PS1(xi; x�i)
8 If, instead, the regulator considered the sum of �rst- and second-period welfare, the fee that he announces in the

�rst period would not be credible since he could change it at the beginning of the second period. We then assume,
for tractability purposes, that the regulator cannot credibly commit to an emission fee at the beginning of the game.

9We consider that �rms are symmetric in their cost function. For completeness, Appendix 5 analyzes how our
model is a¤ected if one of the �rms exhibits a cost advantage. For simplicity, the appendix considers two �rms.
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thus accounting for consumer surplus, CS1(X) � 1
2bX

2, and producer surplus, PS1(xi; x�i) �
NX
i=1

�i(xi; x�i). In the second period �rms face fee t, and welfare becomes

SW2(qi; q�i) � CS2(Q) + PS2(qi; q�i).

3 Equilibrium analysis

We solve the above sequential-move game by backward induction.

3.1 Second stage

In the second period, every �rm i solves

max
qi�0

[1� b (qi + q�i)] qi �
qi(qi + �q�i)

�(1 + g)�X � tqi (3)

as described in the next lemma.

Lemma 1. Equilibrium second-period appropriation is

qi(t) =
(1� t) [�(1 + g)�X]

2 + b(N + 1) [�(1 + g)�X]� (N � 1)�

which yields second-period pro�ts of �i(t) = �i(t) =
(1�t)2[�(1+g)�X][1+b[�(1+g)�X]]
[2+b(N+1)[�(1+g)�X]�(N�1)�]2 .

The socially optimal appropriation solves

max
Q

SW2(qi; q�i) = CS2(Q) + PS2(qi; q�i) (4)

At �rst glance, one could think that the regulator had to maximize the welfare from both

periods, rather than that from the second period alone. Such a fee, however, would not be credible,

i.e., sequentially rational. For the fee to be sequentially rational, it must maximize social welfare

from this point forward, and thus coincides with the above program. Lemma 2 reports the result

to problem (4).

Lemma 2. The socially optimal appropriation is

QSO =
N [�(1 + g)�X]

2 + bN [�(1 + g)�X] + 2(N � 1)�

which is weakly increasing in the initial stock, �, and its growth rate, g; but weakly decreasing in

�rst-period appropriation, X, and in the cost externality, �, for all parameter values. In addition,

QSO is weakly decreasing in the number of �rms, N , if � > 1.
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Therefore, the social planner seeks a larger second-period aggregate appropriation when the

stock at the beginning of the second period, �(1 + g) � X, is abundant, which occurs when the
initial stock, �, is large, the growth rate, g, is high, and �rst-period appropriation, X, is not severe.

In contrast, the planner seeks a lower second-period appropriation when �rms impose large cost

externalities on each other (high �) and several �rms compete for the resource.

The above socially optimal appropriation QSO can be induced by setting a fee t� that solves

QSO = Q(t), where Q(t) �
PN
i=1 qi(t) denotes aggregate second-period appropriation, as found in

Lemma 1. Solving for fee t, yields the following result.

Proposition 1. The socially optimal fee is

t� =
b [�(1 + g)�X] + �(N � 1)

2�(N � 1) + 2 + bN [�(1 + g)�X]

which is positive for all � > � � b[�(1+g)�X]
N�1 . In addition, t� is weakly increasing in aggregate

�rst-period appropriation, X, and the number of �rms competing for the resource, N , but weakly

decreasing in the growth rate, g, in the available stock, �, and the cost externality, �.

Intuitively, when the cost externality that �rms impose on each other is su¢ ciently severe (high

values of �), t� is a tax that discourages appropriation while otherwise t� becomes a subsidy.10 As

described in Lemma 2, when the resource is more heavily used in the �rst period and/or more �rms

compete for it, aggregate appropriation becomes socially excessive, inducing a more stringent fee.

In contrast, when the resource regenerates faster across periods, �rst-period appropriation produces

a smaller welfare loss in the second period (when policy becomes e¤ective), implying that aggregate

appropriation is not di¤erent from the social optimum, and thus a lax fee is in order.

3.2 First period

In the �rst period, every �rm i solves

max
xi�0

[1� b(xi +X�i)]xi �
xi(xi + �X�i)

�
+ ��i(t

�) (5)

where � 2 [0; 1] denotes the discount factor. The pro�t function in the above pro�t-maximization
problem, �i(t�) � the value function of �rm i�s second-period problem we obtained in Lemma 1� is

evaluated at the optimal fee t� found in Proposition 1, since the �rm can anticipate the fee e¤ective

in the subsequent stage of the game, that is,

�i(t
�) =

[(1 + g)� � (X�i + xi)] [1 + b (�(1 + g))� (xi +X�i))]
[2�(N � 1) + 2 + bN [�(1 + g)� (xi +X�i)]]2

.

Before solving problem (5), we describe how its result can help us understand �rms� policy

response.

10Appendix 1 provides a more detailed analysis of this result.
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Policy response (PR). Consider the �rm�s optimal �rst-period appropriation that solves
problem (5), xi(t), and evaluate at t = 0 to obtain the �rm�s appropriation when fees are absent,

xi(0), and then at the second-period fee t� that the regulator selects in equilibrium, t�, to �nd the

�rm�s appropriation when fees are present. We can then de�ne the �rm�s �policy response�(PR),

as follows

PR � xi(t�)� xi(0),

When PR > 0, �rst-period appropriation increases from xi(0), when fees are absent, to xi(t�),

evaluated at the second-period fee t�. A positive value for PR would indicate that �rms, anticipat-

ing the future CPR policy during the second period, increase their �rst-period production, hence

depleting the resource more intensively than when the policy is absent. In contrast, a negative

PR suggests that �rms respond to policy announcements by decreasing their current production

in order to reduce their future taxes.

Di¤erentiating with respect to �rst-period appropriation, xi, in problem (5) yields a highly non-

linear equation which does not allow for an analytical expression of x�i (t
�). Table I numerically

evaluates x� (t�) at di¤erent (b; �)-pairs, where � = � = 1, N = 2 and g = 1=4. (For more details,

see tables A1-A3 in Appendix 2, which consider other parameter values.)

b � x�i (t
�) x�i (0) PR

0 0 0:375 0:375 0

0 1 0:312 0:296 0:016

0 2 0:243 0:234 0:008

0:5 0 0:248 0:262 �0:015
0:5 1 0:209 0:209 �0:0004
0:5 2 0:176 0:174 0:001

1 0 0:185 0:194 �0:008
1 1 0:158 0:161 �0:002
1 2 0:138 0:139 �0:001

Table I. First-period appropriation and �rms�policy response.

Speci�cally, Table I provides �rst-period appropriation with and without regulation, x�i (t
�) and

x�i (0), respectively. The value of x
�
i (0) is found by evaluating second-period appropriation qi(t)

from Lemma 1 at t = 0, qi(0), as well as second-period pro�t �i(0), which can then be inserted

into (5) to obtain x�i (0). Finally, the table also reports the policy response PR = x
�
i (t

�)� x�i (0),
measuring the increase in appropriation that results from the introduction of the policy (if PR > 0)

or the policy-induced reduction in appropriation (if PR < 0). For illustration purposes, Table II

considers those (b; �)-pairs in Table I, as well as other (b; �) combinations, and reports the PR next
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to each point.11

Table II. Policy response under di¤erent settings.

First, when �rms compete in a standard CPR (taking prices as given, b = 0, but generating

external e¤ects on each other, � > 0), our results show a positive PR. This is illustrated in the

horizontal axis, con�rming the �nding in the green paradox literature, namely, that �rms increase

their �rst-period appropriation anticipating the loss in future pro�ts they will experience in the

second period under regulation. When b = 0, the �rst-order condition from problem (5) yields an

analytical expression for the optimal �rst-period appropriation with regulation, x�i (t
�), and without

regulation, x�i (0). This is the only case in which an analytical solution can be found. In particular,

x�i (t
�) =

�[4��+8�(N�1)+4�2(N�1)2]
4[1+(N�1)�]2(2+(N�1)�) and x�i (0) =

�[(2+(N�1)�)2��]
[2+(N�1)�]3 , thus yielding a policy response

PR =
(N � 1)���(4 + 3(N � 1)�)

4 [1 + (N � 1)�]2 [2 + (N � 1)�]3
,

which is positive since N � 2 by de�nition.
Second, when �rms compete a la Cournot (b > 0 and � = 0), we show a negative PR, as

depicted in the points along the vertical axis. Third, the table reports (b; �)-pairs with positive

PR when the market structure is relatively similar to a standard CPR � low values of b and high

values of �� but a negative PR when �rms do not take prices as given.

Intuitively, for a given value of �, a �rst-period appropriation reduction entails no change in

market prices when �rms are price takers (as in standard CPRs where b = 0). However, when b > 0,

11For instance, when b = 0:5 and � = 0, as described in the fourth row of Table I, PR = �0:015, as depicted next
to point (b; �) = (0:5; 0) on the vertical axis of Table II. Appendix 2 provides tables listing �rst-period appropriation
with and without regulation in each of these cases, and its associated policy response PR.
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this appropriation reduction produces an increase in market prices, making it more attractive for

the �rm than when b = 0. Therefore, regulation not only decreases second-period appropriation,

but can also reduce �rst-period appropriation (before coming into e¤ect) if �rms face a downward

sloping demand curve. Table II also suggests that, for a given b > 0 (such as b = 0:50), a more

severe cost externality (higher �) produces a nil or positive PR. In words, this indicates that

regulation yields either a negligible decrease (or even an increase) in �rst-period appropriation

when �rms generate a severe externality on each others�costs. In this setting, �rms anticipate a

more stringent fee in the second period, responding with a larger appropriation with than without

regulation to partially compensate for their future pro�t loss.

3.3 Comparative statics

Table IIIa illustrates PRs with a more abundant initial stock, � = 2, keeping all other parameter

values unchanged. Relative to Table II, Table IIIa shows that PR becomes negative under larger

(b; �)-pairs. Intuitively, a more abundant resource (higher �) leads to a less stringent fee (since t� and

� move in opposite directions, as shown in Proposition 1), inducing �rms to increase their �rst-period

appropriation when regulation is present, xi(t�), but increasing their �rst-period appropriation

even more signi�cantly when regulation is absent, xi(0). As a result, policy response PR becomes

negative (positive) under more (less) parameter combinations. Table IIIb con�rms this comparative

statics by evaluating PR at a more abundant resource (� = 3).

Table IIIa. PR with �= 2 (abundant stock).

Table IIIb. PR with �= 3 (more abundant

stock).

Table IVa illustrates similar �ndings as in tables IIIa-IIIb when the growth rate is larger,

g = 1=2, since in this case the fee also becomes less stringent. For completeness, table IVb depicts

the case in which g further increases to g = 1.
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Table IVa. PR with g = 1=2. Table IVb. PR with g = 1.

Table Va reports PRs using the same parameters as Table II, but allowing for N = 3 �rms.

Table Va shows that PR decreases in absolute value, becoming closer to zero for all (b; �)-pairs,

which occurs both when the PR was positive and when it was negative in Table II. Results are

emphasized when N = 4 �rms compete; see table Vb.

Table Va. PR with N = 3 �rms. Table Vb. PR with N = 4 �rms.

A similar argument applies when �rms discount future pro�ts more signi�cantly (� = 1=2

rather than � = 1), as depicted in Table VI. Intuitively, future taxation produces in this setting

a smaller change in �rst-period appropriation, relative to that when taxes are absent. It can be

easily shown that further reductions in discount factor � decrease PR, becoming PR = 0 under
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all (b; �)-pairs when �rms assign no value to future pro�ts, since �rst-period appropriation satis�es

x�i (t
�) = x�i (0) =

�
2+�(N+1)b+(N�1)� when � = 0.

Table VI. PR with � = 1=2:

4 Extensions

4.1 Cartel behavior

For completeness, Appendix 3 studies appropriation decisions when �rms operate as a cartel, seeking

to maximize their joint pro�ts during the �rst and second periods. Table VII summarizes �rst-

period appropriation with and without regulation, and the resulting PRC , where the C superscript

denotes cartel. For comparison purposes, we evaluate these expressions at the same parameter

values as Table I,12 showing that when �rms operate as a cartel, they internalize the cost externality

(when � > 0), the price e¤ects (when b > 0) or both, and thus exploit the resource less intensively,

a result that holds under all parameter combinations, with and without regulation. The cartel,

however, produces a smaller reduction in �rst-period appropriation when �rms face regulation,

xCi
�
tC
�
, than when they do not, xCi (0), ultimately yielding a larger PR

C . Intuitively, regulation

serves as coordination tool for �rms when they do not form a cartel, helping them approach to cartel

appropriation levels, which implies that regulating a cartel does not alter exploitation decision so

signi�cantly. In conclusion, the pollution reduction e¤ects that can arise when �rms do not act as

a cartel, PR < 0, are less likely to emerge when �rm operate as such.

12Other parameter values produce similar results, and can be provided by the authors upon request.
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b � xCi
�
tC
�

xCi (0) PRC

0 0 0:438 0:438 0:000

0 1 0:234 0:188 0:047

0 2 0:160 0:139 0:021

0:5 0 0:225 0:212 0:012

0:5 1 0:157 0:148 0:010

0:5 2 0:120 0:113 0:007

1 0 0:156 0:157 �0:001
1 1 0:119 0:117 0:002

1 2 0:097 0:094 0:002

Table VII. First-period appropriation and the policy response under cartel.

4.2 Introducing pollution damages

In this section, we allow for appropriation to generate pollution, such as water discharges from

vessels or other pollutants that �rms exploiting a CPR emit in their activities. Speci�cally, in the

�rst period, when fees are absent, social welfare is

SW1(xi; x�i) � CS1(X) + PS1(xi; x�i)� dX2

where the last term, dX2, represents the convex environmental damage from aggregate �rst-period

appropriation, X, and d > 0. In the second period, �rms face fee t, and welfare becomes

SW2(qi; q�i) � CS2(Q) + PS2(qi; q�i)� d(Q+ X)2

where parameter  2 [0; 1] denotes the damage persistence of �rst-period appropriation, X. When
 = 0, second-period environmental damage collapses to dQ2, but when  = 1 every unit of

�rst-period appropriation, X, also generates damages in the second period.

For compactness, Appendix 4 solves our sequential-move game again in this context. Table VIII

summarizes �rst-period appropriation and the �rms�policy response in this setting, comparing it

against that when pollution was not considered in Table I. For comparison purposes, we evaluate

all variables at the same parameter values as in Table I.13

13The only new parameters relative to Table I are d and , which are evaluated at d = 1=2 and  = 0 in Table
VIII. Other parameter values yield qualitatively similar results.
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b � x�i (t
�) x�i (0) PR with pollution PR without pollution

0 0 0:463 0:375 0:088 0

0 1 0:329 0:296 0:033 0:016

0 2 0:249 0:234 0:014 0:008

0:5 0 0:280 0:263 0:017 �0:014
0:5 1 0:219 0:210 0:009 �0:0004
0:5 2 0:180 0:174 0:006 0:001

1 0 0:197 0:194 0:003 �0:008
1 1 0:164 0:162 0:003 �0:002
1 2 0:141 0:139 0:002 �0:001

Table VIII. Firms�policy response with/without pollution.

Table VIII indicates that policy responses are more likely to become positive when �rms are

subject to a tax seeking to curb pollution (i.e., emission fee) than when appropriation does not

yield environmental damages (i.e., usage fees). Intuitively, the emission fee is more stringent than

the usage fee, as the former seeks to alleviate two market failures, a socially excessive pollution and

appropriation, while the latter only seeks to curb a socially excessive appropriation. In anticipation

of a more stringent fee in the second period, �rms are more likely to increase their �rst-period

appropriation. Therefore, a positive PR, and the associated resource depletion, are more substantial

when regulators use emission fees to reduce pollution in CPRs than when they use usage fees.

Table IX reports PR when �rst-period appropriation generates a larger second-period damage

( = 1=2 in table IX as opposed to  = 0 in table VIII), illustrating that policy response decreases for

most parameter combinations, becoming negative (i.e., reduction in �rst-period appropriation due

to future taxes) under larger conditions. Intuitively, this occurs because, as environmental damages

persist more signi�cantly over time (higher ), the regulator sets a more severe tax (see Appendix 4

for more details), which �rms anticipate in the �rst period, decreasing their appropriation relative

to the setting without regulation.
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b � x�i (t
�) x�i (0) PR with pollution

0 0 0:469 0:375 �0:046
0 1 0:329 0:296 �0:048
0 2 0:248 0:234 0:039

0:5 0 0:274 0:263 �0:045
0:5 1 0:218 0:210 �0:030
0:5 2 0:180 0:174 0:018

1 0 0:193 0:194 �0:031
1 1 0:163 0:162 �0:021
1 2 0:141 0:139 0:002

Table IX. Firms�policy response with severe second-period damage,  = 1=2.

5 Discussion

Anticipatory e¤ects of taxation. Our above results indicate that �rms respond to future regulation

by altering their �rst-period appropriation decisions, that is, fees are e¤ective even before they are

implemented. In addition, we showed that the PR, understood as how much �rms increase their

�rst-period appropriation in anticipation of future fees, is not necessarily positive, as suggested by

the literature, but can also be negative, or zero, depending on the market structure where �rms

interact. Our �ndings then indicate that regulators should carefully consider industry characteris-

tics when designing policy. In particular, the environmental outcomes are better (negative PRs) if

the following characteristics are met when regulation starts: (1) �rms are not price takers in the

market where they sell their appropriation (relatively high b); (2) �rms do not impose signi�cant

cost externalities on each other (relatively low �); (3) the stock is abundant (relatively high �);

(4) the resource grows across periods (high g); and (5) few �rms compete for the resource (low

N). If some of these conditions do not hold, our �ndings suggest that the introduction of fees

will induce �rms to respond by increasing their �rst-period appropriation under larger parameter

values, ultimately inducing a positive PR. This partially o¤sets the e¢ ciency gains from regulation

during the second period. In contrast, when the above conditions hold, we showed that a negative

PR is more likely. In other words, this entails that the introduction of policy can yield not only

bene�ts during the second period, when the regulation comes into e¤ect, but also during the �rst

period since �rms respond to the future policy by reducing their �rst-period appropriation.

Comparing pro�ts with/without taxes. Emission fees produce a strict decrease in second-period

pro�ts, and a weak reduction in �rst-period pro�ts. To understand this point, note that, in the

second period, �rm pro�ts are lower with than without taxes, since every �rm produces a suboptimal
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amount.14 In the �rst period, the �rm increases (decreases) its production when PR > 0 (PR < 0,

respectively), but deviates away from its �rst-period exploitation level without regulation x�i (0),

thus obtaining lower �rst-period pro�ts than when �rms are not subject to fees. However, when the

number of �rms competing for the resource is su¢ ciently large, PR is close to zero, entailing that

�rms do not change their �rst-period appropriation decisions because of their anticipation of future

taxes. Therefore, when several �rms compete, the introduction of fees produces an unambiguous

decrease in second-period pro�ts, but no change whatsoever in �rst-period pro�ts.

First-period e¢ ciency gains? During the second period (when the fee is implemented), the tax

induces �rms to exactly produce the social optimum. In the �rst period, however, fees are not

enacted yet but, in anticipation of the tax, �rms reduce (increase) their production thus decreasing

(increasing) pollution, moving �rst-period appropriation closer (farther away, respectively) to the

social optimum. However, when several �rms compete for the resource, our results show that the

PR approaches zero, indicating that the e¢ ciency gain (loss) that the second-period regulation

brings into the �rst-period vanish.

6 Conclusions

This paper examines how the announcement of a new policy (usage fee) a¤ects �rms�appropriation

of a common-pool resource. We demonstrate that a lower exploitation of the resource is more likely

to occur, as anticipation of future taxes, when: (1) competition for the resource is not intense; (2)

market prices are not given; (3) cost externalities that �rms impose on each other are low; and (4)

CPRs are abundant or grow across periods. If some of these conditions do not hold, our results

indicate that the announcement of future regulations induces �rms to increase their �rst-period

appropriation, making overexploitation of the resource more likely.

7 Appendix

7.1 Appendix 1 - Cost externalities

In this appendix we use the second-period social welfare function to illustrate the e¤ect of a marginal

increase in qi in terms of positive and negative externalities. First, we write the social welfare

14That is, even if the emission fee is revenue neutral and the regulator returns all tax collection to the �rms as a
lump-sum subsidy, under regulation every �rm chooses an appropriation level di¤erent from that under no regulation
(which maximizes its pro�t function).
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function in this period as follows

SW2(qi; q�i) = CS2(Q) + PS2(qi; q�i)

=
b

2
(Q)2 +

nX
i

� (qi; q�i)

=
b

2
(qi + q�i)

2 +
nX
i

�
[1� b (qi + q�i)] qi �

qi (qi + �q�i)

�(1 + g)�X

�
=

b

2
(qi + q�i)

2| {z }
Consumer surplus

+

�
[1� b (qi + q�i)] qi �

qi (qi + �q�i)

�(1 + g)�X

�
| {z }

Firm i�s pro�ts

+
X
j 6=i

�
[1� b (qj + qi + q�j)] qj �

qj (qj + � (qi + q�j))

�(1 + g)�X

�
| {z }

Pro�ts of �rm i�s rivals

.

Therefore, a marginal increase in �rm i�s second-period appropriation, qi, produces: (1) an

increase in consumer surplus (�rst term in the above expression), (2) a change in �rm i�s pro�ts

(second term), and (3) a decrease in the pro�ts of �rm i�s rivals (third term). The �rst and second

terms capture external e¤ects of a marginal increase in qi, the former being positive the latter being

negative. Overall, in a symmetric outcome, qi = qj = q, the marginal external e¤ects become

bNq �
�
b+

�

�(1 + g)�X

�
(N � 1)q

Solving for �, this expression is positive if and only if

� < � � b [�(1 + g)�X]
N � 1 :

As described in Section 3.1, overall external e¤ects are positive when the positive externality that

a marginal increase in qi generates on consumer surplus dominates the negative externality that qi
imposes on the pro�ts of �rm i�s rivals (raising their production costs). In this context, optimal

regulation leads to a subsidy per unit, t� > 0. When � = �, the positive consumer surplus

externality coincides with the negative cost externality and the optimal policy is a zero fee, t� = 0.

Finally, when � > �, the negative externality dominates and a positive tax t� > 0 is socially

optimal.

This result also implies that, starting from a setting where � > �, a marginal increase in the

extent of the cost externality, �, increases taxes. However, if we start from a setting where � < �,

a marginal increase in � produces a marginal decrease in the subsidy, until reaching � = � where

the subsidy collapses to zero, and then becomes a subsidy for all � > �.
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7.2 Appendix 2 - Additional tables

The following tables report the PR for each (b; �)-pair in Tables II, IIIa, IIIb, and IVa, respectively.

For completeness, we provide �rst-period appropriation for each vector of parameter values, xi(t�),

as well as its corresponding pro�ts, �i(t�). We then report �rst-period appropriation under no

regulation, xi(0), and its associated pro�ts, �i(0). The table then lists the policy response PR =

xi(t
�) � xi(0). The sixth column of Table A1 includes the equilibrium tax t� evaluated at each

parameter values. The last column provides the value of cuto¤ � evaluated in equilibrium. As

predicted by Proposition 1, when � satis�es � > �, the emission fee is positive, while otherwise it

is negative.

Regulation No regulation Policy response Tax Cuto¤

b � xi(t
�) �i(t

�) xi(0) �i(0) PR t� �

0 0 0.375 0.359 0.375 0.359 0.000 0.000 -0.75

0 0.5 0.356 0.226 0.336 0.259 0.020 0.167 -0.712

0 1 0.313 0.156 0.296 0.194 0.016 0.250 -0.626

0 1.5 0.274 0.114 0.262 0.149 0.012 0.300 -0.548

0 2 0.243 0.087 0.234 0.118 0.009 0.333 -0.486

0.5 0 0.248 0.262 0.263 0.228 -0.015 -0.137 0.129

0.5 0.5 0.229 0.175 0.233 0.178 -0.004 0.027 0.167

0.5 1 0.209 0.128 0.210 0.143 0.000 0.121 0.207

0.5 1.5 0.192 0.099 0.191 0.17 0.001 0.182 0.241

0.5 2 0.176 0.079 0.174 0.098 0.002 0.225 0.273

1 0 0.186 0.199 0.194 0.157 -0.008 -0.234 0.878

1 0.5 0.171 0.143 0.176 0.131 -0.005 -0.085 0.908

1 1 0.159 0.110 0.162 0.111 -0.003 0.012 0.932

1 1.5 0.148 0.089 0.149 0.095 -0.002 0.079 0.954

1 2 0.138 0.079 0.139 0.082 -0.001 0.129 0.974

1.5 0 0.147 0.159 0.152 0.118 -0.004 -0.294 1.581

1.5 0.5 0.137 0.121 0.140 0.102 -0.004 -0.163 1.601

1.5 1 0.128 0.097 0.131 0.089 -0.003 -0.070 1.619

1.5 1.5 0.121 0.080 0.123 0.079 -0.002 -0.002 1.633

1.5 2 0.114 0.067 0.115 0.007 -0.001 0.052 1.647

2 0 0.122 0.131 0.124 0.094 -0.002 -0.334 2.256

2 0.5 0.114 0.104 0.116 0.084 -0.002 -0.218 2.272

2 1 0.108 0.086 0.110 0.075 -0.002 -0.131 2.284

2 1.5 0.102 0.073 0.104 0.068 -0.002 -0.064 2.296

2 2 0.097 0.062 0.099 0.061 -0.001 -0.011 2.306

Table A1. PR for � = � = 1, g = 1=4, and N = 2.
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Regulation No regulation

b � xi(t
�) �i(t

�) xi(0) �i(0) PR

0 0 0.750 0.719 0.750 0.719 0

0 0.5 0.711 0.452 0.672 0.518 0.039

0 1 0.625 0.313 0.593 0.388 0.032

0 1.5 0.549 0.229 0.525 0.299 0.024

0 2 0.486 0.174 0.469 0.237 0.017

0.5 0 0.372 0.398 0.388 0.315 -0.016

0.5 0.5 0.342 0.287 0.352 0.261 -0.010

0.5 1 0.317 0.221 0.323 0.221 -0.006

0.5 1.5 0.296 0.177 0.299 0.190 -0.003

0.5 2 0.277 0.146 0.278 0.165 -0.001

1 0 0.243 0.262 0.248 0.188 -0.005

1 0.5 0.228 0.209 0.233 0.167 -0.005

1 1 0.215 0.172 0.220 0.150 -0.004

1 1.5 0.205 0.145 0.208 0.135 -0.003

1 2 0.195 0.125 0.197 0.122 -0.002

1.5 0 0.179 0.194 0.181 0.133 -0.002

1.5 0.5 0.171 0.163 0.173 0.122 -0.002

1.5 1 0.163 0.140 0.166 0.113 -0.002

1.5 1.5 0.157 0.122 0.153 0.104 -0.002

1.5 2 0.151 0.108 0.143 0.097 -0.002

2 0 0.142 0.153 0.138 0.103 -0.001

2 0.5 0.136 0.134 0.133 0.096 -0.001

2 1 0.131 0.118 0.090 0.090 -0.001

2 1.5 0.127 0.105 0.128 0.085 -0.001

2 2 0.123 0.095 0.124 0.080 -0.001

Table A2a. PR for � = 2, � = 1, g = 1=4, and N = 2.
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Regulation No regulation

b � xi(t
�) �i(t

�) xi(0) �i(0) PR

0 0 1.125 1.078 1.125 1.078 0.000

0 0.5 1.067 0.677 1.008 0.777 0.059

0 1 0.938 0.469 0.889 0.581 0.049

0 1.5 0.823 0.343 0.787 0.448 0.036

0 2 0.729 0.261 0.703 0.355 0.026

0.5 0 0.442 0.476 0.455 0.354 -0.013

0.5 0.5 0.410 0.363 0.421 0.307 -0.011

0.5 1 0.385 0.290 0.393 0.268 -0.008

0.5 1.5 0.363 0.240 0.368 0.237 -0.005

0.5 2 0.343 0.202 0.346 0.211 -0.003

1 0 0.269 0.291 0.272 0.199 -0.003

1 0.5 0.256 0.245 0.260 0.183 -0.004

1 1 0.245 0.210 0.248 0.169 -0.003

1 1.5 0.235 0.184 0.238 0.156 -0.003

1 2 0.226 0.162 0.229 0.145 -0.003

1.5 0 0.192 0.208 0.193 0.138 -0.001

1.5 0.5 0.186 0.184 0.187 0.130 -0.001

1.5 1 0.180 0.164 0.181 0.123 -0.001

1.5 1.5 0.174 0.148 0.176 0.116 -0.002

1.5 2 0.169 0.134 0.171 0.110 -0.002

2 0 0.149 0.162 0.150 0.105 -0.001

2 0.5 0.145 0.147 0.146 0.101 -0.001

2 1 0.142 0.134 0.143 0.096 -0.001

2 1.5 0.138 0.123 0.139 0.092 -0.001

2 2 0.135 0.114 0.136 0.088 -0.001

Table A2b. PR for � = 3, � = 1, g = 1=4, and N = 2.
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Regulation No regulation

b � xi(t
�) �i(t

�) xi(0) �i(0) PR

0 0 0.375 0.422 0.375 0.422 0.000

0 0.5 0.356 0.254 0.336 0.299 0.020

0 1 0.313 0.172 0.296 0.222 0.016

0 1.5 0.274 0.12 0.262 0.170 0.012

0 2 0.243 0.094 0.234 0.134 0.009

0.5 0 0.254 0.291 0.268 0.245 -0.015

0.5 0.5 0.231 0.194 0.237 0.192 -0.006

0.5 1 0.210 0.142 0.212 0.155 -0.002

0.5 1.5 0.192 0.110 0.192 0.128 0.000

0.5 2 0.176 0.087 0.175 0.108 0.001

1 0 0.189 0.214 0.196 0.163 -0.007

1 0.5 0.173 0.157 0.178 0.137 -0.005

1 1 0.159 0.121 0.163 0.117 -0.003

1 1.5 0.148 0.098 0.150 0.101 -0.002

1 2 0.139 0.081 0.140 0.088 -0.001

1.5 0 0.149 0.167 0.152 0.121 -0.003

1.5 0.5 0.138 0.130 0.141 0.106 -0.003

1.5 1 0.129 0.105 0.132 0.093 -0.003

1.5 1.5 0.121 0.088 0.123 0.083 -0.002

1.5 2 0.115 0.074 0.116 0.074 -0.001

2 0 0.122 0.137 0.124 0.096 -0.002

2 0.5 0.115 0.111 0.117 0.086 -0.002

2 1 0.108 0.093 0.110 0.077 -0.002

2 1.5 0.103 0.079 0.104 0.070 -0.002

2 2 0.098 0.068 0.099 0.064 -0.001

Table A3. PR for � = � = 1, g = 1=2, and N = 2.

7.3 Appendix 3 - Cartel appropriation

In this appendix, we explore how our results are a¤ected when �rms coordinate their appropriation

decisions in a cartel seeking to maximize their joint pro�ts during the �rst and second periods. In

the second period, the cartel solves

�C(t) � max
q1;:::;qN�0

NX
i=1

�
[1� b (qi +Q�i)] qi �

qi(qi + �Q�i)

�(1 + g)�X � tqi
�

(A1)
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where superscript C denotes cartel. Di¤erentiating with respect to appropriation qi and solving,

we obtain pro�t-maximizing appropriation for every �rm i of

qCi (t) =
(2� t) [�(1 + g)�X]

2(N � 1) [b(�(1 + g)�X) + �] ;

which yields second-period pro�ts of �i(t) =
(1�t)2[�(1+g)�X]

4[1+bN [�(1+g)�X]+(N�1)�] .

Socially optimal appropriation in this setting coincides with that found in problem (4) in the

main body of the paper, QSO. The optimal fee under cartel tC , however, now solves QSO = QC(t),

where QC(t) �
PN
i=1 q

C
i (t) denotes aggregate second-period cartel appropriation, which yields

tC =
N � 1
N

� b [�(1 + g)�X]
2 + bN [�(1 + g)�X] + 2�(N � 1)

entailing second-period pro�ts for the entire cartel (evaluated at fee tC) of

�C(tC) = N
[�(1 + g)� (xi +X�i)] [1 + bN(�(1 + g)� (xi +X�i) + �(N � 1))]

N2 [2 + bN [�(1 + g)� (xi +X�i)] + 2�(N � 1)]2
,

so every �rm i earns second-period pro�t �
C(tC)
N .

In the �rst period, the cartel solves

max
x1;:::;xN�0

NX
i=1

�
[1� b(xi +X�i)]xi �

xi(xi + �X�i)

�
+ �

�C(tC)

N

�
(A2)

where pro�t �C(tC) was de�ned above. As in the main body of the paper, di¤erentiating for every

�rm�s �rst-period appropriation xi produces a highly non-linear equation, which does not allow for

analytical solutions of the optimal xCi . For comparison purposes, Table VII in the main body of the

paper evaluates xCi (t
C), xCi (0), and their di¤erence (PR) at the same parameter values as Table I.

7.4 Appendix 4 - Allowing for environmental damages

In this appendix, we solve the sequential-move game again, but allowing for environmental damages,

as presented in Section 4.2.

Second period. In the second period, every �rm solves problem (3), thus yielding the same

pro�t-maximizing appropriation qi(t) and second-period pro�ts �i(t) as in Section 3.1. The regu-

lator then solves a problem analogous to (4), but including the environmental damage from appro-

priation, as follows

max
Q

SW2(qi; q�i) = CS2(Q) + PS2(qi; q�i)� d(Q+ X)2 (A3)
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Solving for socially optimal appropriation QSO, yields

QSO =
N(1� 2dX) [� � (1� �)X]

2 + (b+ 2d)N [� � (1� �)X] + 2N�(N � 1) .

When environmental damages are absent, d = 0, this expression simpli�es to the socially optimal

appropriation we found in Section 3.1

Therefore, the optimal emission fee t� solves QSO = Q(t), where Q(t) �
PN
i=1 qi(t) denotes

aggregate second-period appropriation. Solving for tax t, yields

t� =
4dX + 2dN [�(1 + g)�X] + b(2d(N + 1)X)(�(1 + g)�X � 1) + (N � 1)(2N � 1 + 2dX)�

2 + (b+ 2d)N [�(1 + g)�X] + (N � 1)2N�

Di¤erentiating the optimal emission fee t� with respect to , we �nd

dt�

d
=
2dX(2 + b(N + 1) [�(1 + g)�X] + (N � 1)�)
2 + (b+ 2d)N [�(1 + g)�X] + 2N�(N � 1) > 0

which is positive since, in the numerator, term [�(1 + g)�X]+ (N � 1)� is positive because � > X
and (N � 1)� � 0. Therefore, a larger damage persistence of �rst-period appropriation into the

second period induces the regulator to set a more stringent emission fee t�.

Di¤erentiating the optimal emission fee t� with respect to d, we obtain

�t�

�d
=
2(2 + b(N + 1) [�(1 + g)�X] + (N � 1)�)(2X +N(1 + bX) [�(1 + g)�X] + 2NX�(N � 1)

[2 + (b+ 2d)N [�(1 + g)�X] + 2N�(N � 1)]2 > 0

which is positive since, in the numerator, � > X, and (N � 1)� � 0 and 2NX�(N � 1) � 0,

implying that the numerator is positive. The denominator is squared so it is also positive. As a

consequence, a larger environmental damage from �rst- or second-period appropriation, d, leads

the regulator to set a more stringent emission fee.

First period. In the �rst period, every �rm i solves

max
xi�0

[1� b(xi +X�i)]xi �
xi(xi + �X�i)

�
+ ��i(t

�) (A4)

which is analogous to problem (5) in Section 3.2, except for the fact that the �rm�s second-period

equilibrium pro�t under regulation is now evaluated at a di¤erent emission fee t� , that is,

�i(t
�) =

(1� 2dX)2 [�(1 + g)�X] (1 + b [�(1 + g)�X])
[2 + (b+ 2d)N [�(1 + g)�X] + 2N�(N � 1)]2 .

Di¤erentiating problem (A4) with respect to xi, we obtain a rather intractable �rst-order con-

dition which does not allow us to explicitly solve for xi to obtain the equilibrium �rst-period
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appropriation. For comparison purposes, we evaluate the resulting �rst-order conditions at the

same parameter values as Table I, yielding tables VIII and IX, as reported in Section 4.2.

7.5 Appendix 5 - Allowing for asymmetric �rms

In this appendix, we examine how our results in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 are a¤ected when we assume

that �rms are asymmetric in their production costs. In particular, we consider that �rm i�s costs

are still given by xi(xi+�xj)
� while �rm j�s are �xj(xj+�xi)� , where parameter � 2 [0; 1] represents �rm

j�s cost advantage relative to �rm i. When � = 1, �rm i and j exhibit the same cost function, as

in the main body of the paper, while when � < 1 �rm j bene�ts from a cost advantage. A similar

argument applies to second-period costs. For simplicity, we consider only two �rms.

7.5.1 Second stage

Second-period appropriation. In the second period, every �rm i solves

�i(t) � max
qi�0

[1� b (qi + qj)] qi �
qi(qi + �qj)

�(1 + g)�X � tqi (A5)

and similarly for �rm j, which solves

�j(t) � max
qj�0

[1� b (qi + q�i)] qj � �
qj(qj + �qi)

�(1 + g)�X � tqj . (A6)

Di¤erentiating with respect to appropriation qi in A5, with respect to appropriation qj in A6,

and simultaneously solving for qi and qj , we obtain

qi(t) =
(1� t) [�(1 + g)�X] [2�� �+ b [�(1 + g)�X]]

3b2 [�(1 + g)�X]2 + b(4� �)(1 + �) [�(1 + g)�X] + �(4� �2)
, and

qj(t) =
(1� t) [�(1 + g)�X] [2� ��+ b [�(1 + g)�X]]

3b2 [�(1 + g)�X]2 + b(4� �)(1 + �) [�(1 + g)�X] + �(4� �2)
.

In the case that �rms face symmetric costs, � = 1, the above equilibrium appropriations collapse

to

qi(t) = qj(t) =
(1� t) [�(1 + g)�X]

2 + 3b [�(1 + g)�X] + � ,

which coincides with our equilibrium appropriation in Section 3.1, evaluated at N = 2 �rms.

Second-period pro�ts for �rm i are,

�i(t) =
(1� t)2 [�(1 + g)�X] [1 + b(�(1 + g)�X)] [2�� �+ b [�(1 + g)�X]]2h
3b2 [�(1 + g)�X]2 + b(4� �)(1 + �) [�(1 + g)�X] + �(4� �2)

i2
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while those of �rm j are.

�j(t) =
(1� t)2 [�(1 + g)�X] [�+ b(�(1 + g)�X)] [2� ��+ b [�(1 + g)�X]]2h
3b2 [�(1 + g)�X]2 + b(4� �)(1 + �) [�(1 + g)�X] + �(4� �2)

i2 .

Optimal fee. The socially optimal appropriation solves

max
qi;qj

SW2(qi; qj) = CS2(qi; qj) + PS2(qi; qj) (A7)

where CS2(qi; qj) = 1
2b(qi + qj)

2 denotes second-period consumer surplus, and producer surplus is

PS2(qi; qj) =

�
[1� b (qi + qj)] qi �

qi(qi + �qj)

�(1 + g)�X

�
+

�
[1� b (qi + q�i)] qj � �

qj(qj + �qi)

�(1 + g)�X

�
.

Di¤erentiating problem (A7) with respect to qi and qj , and then simultaneously solving for qi and

qj , we �nd socially optimal appropriation levels for each �rm

qSOi =
[�(1 + g)�X] [�(2� �)� �]

4�+ 2b(1 + �)(1� �) [�(1 + g)�X]� (1 + �)2�2
, and

qSOj =
[�(1 + g)�X] [2� �(1 + �)]

4�+ 2b(1 + �)(1� �) [�(1 + g)�X]� (1 + �)2�2
.

In the case that �rms face symmetric costs, � = 1, the above socially optimal appropriation collapse

to

qSOi = qSOj =
�(1 + g)�X

2 [1 + �+ b [�(1 + g)�X] + �] ,

which coincides with our results in Section 3.1, i.e., qSOi = QSO

N , when evaluated at N = 2 �rms.

Therefore, the optimal fee t�i for �rm i solves qSOi + qSOj = qi(t) + qj(t), as found above. Intu-

itively, fee t induces �rms to produce an aggregate appropriation that coincides with the aggregate

socially optimal appropriation. For compactness, we do not include here the expression of the

optimal fee, but it can be provided by the authors upon request.

7.5.2 First period

In the �rst period, every �rm i solves

max
xi�0

[1� b(xi + xj)]xi �
xi(xi + �xj)

�
+ ��i(t

�) (A8)

where � 2 [0; 1] denotes the discount factor. The pro�t function in problem (A8), �i(t�) � the value
function of �rm i�s second-period problem� is evaluated at the optimal fee t� found above, since
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the �rm can anticipate the fee e¤ective in the subsequent stage of the game, that is,

�i(t
�) =

[�(1 + g)� (xi + xj)] [1 + b(�(1 + g)� (xi + xj))] [�(2� �)� �]2�
4�+ 2b(1 + �)(1� �) [�(1 + g)� (xi + xj)]� (1 + �)2�2

�2 .

A similar argument applies for �rm j, which solves

max
xj�0

[1� b(xi + xj)]xj � �
xj(xj + �xi)

�
+ ��j(t

�
j ) (A9)

where �j(t�) denotes �rm j�s value function in the second-period problem, which simpli�es to

�j(t
�) =

[�(1 + g)� (xi + xj)] [�+ b(�(1 + g)� (xi + xj))] [2� �(1 + �)]2�
4�+ 2b(1 + �)(1� �) [�(1 + g)� (xi + xj)]� (1 + �)2�2

�2 .

7.6 Appendix 6 - Proofs

7.6.1 Proof of Lemma 1

Di¤erentiating problem (3) with respect to appropriation qi and solving, we obtain the best response

function

qi(q�i) =
(1� t) [�(1 + g)�X]
2 [1 + b [�(1 + g)�X]] �

b [�(1 + g)�X] + �
2 [1 + b [�(1 + g)�X]]q�i

which is decreasing in the aggregate appropriation by �rm i�s rivals, q�i. In a symmetric equilibrium,

qi = qj for all j 6= i, we obtain a pro�t-maximizing appropriation

qi(t) = qj(t) =
(1� t) [�(1 + g)�X]

2 + b(N + 1) [�(1 + g)�X]� (N � 1)� .

The above equilibrium appropriation yields second-period equilibrium pro�ts of

�i(t) = �j(t) = [1� b (qi(t) + (N � 1)qj(t))] qi(t)�
qi(t)(qi(t) + �(N � 1)qj(t))

�(1 + g)�X � tqi(t)

=
(1� t)2 [�(1 + g)�X] [1 + b [�(1 + g)�X]]
[2 + b(N + 1) [�(1 + g)�X]� (N � 1)�]2

.

7.6.2 Proof of Lemma 2

Di¤erentiating with respect to aggregate appropriation Q in problem (4), and solving for Q, we

obtain a socially optimal appropriation

QSO =
N [�(1 + g)�X]

2 + bN [�(1 + g)�X] + 2(N � 1)�

where comparative statics satisfy

@QSO

@X
= � 2N [(N � 1)�+ 1]

[2 + bN [�(1 + g)�X] + 2(N � 1)�]2
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which is negative since N > 1 by assumption. The derivative with respect to the number of �rms

competing for the resource, N , is

@QSO

@N
=

2 [�(1 + g)�X] (1� �)
[2 + bN [�(1 + g)�X] + 2(N � 1)�]2

which is negative if � > 1. The derivative with respect to the growth rate, g, is unambiguously

positive since
@QSO

@g
=

2N� [(N � 1)�+ 1]
[2 + bN [�(1 + g)�X] + 2(N � 1)�]2

and the derivative with respect to the initial stock, �, is also positive since

@QSO

@�
=

2N(1 + g) [(N � 1)�+ 1]
[2 + bN [�(1 + g)�X] + 2(N � 1)�]2

given that N > 1, whereas the derivative with respect to the cost externality, �, is negative since

@QSO

@�
= � 2N(N � 1) [�(1 + g)�X]

[2 + bN [�(1 + g)�X] + 2(N � 1)�]2
.

7.6.3 Proof of Proposition 1

The derivative of fee t� with respect to X is

@t�

@X
=

b
�
2 + �(N2 +N � 2)

�
[2�(N � 1) + 2 + bN [�(1 + g)�X]]2

;

which is positive since N > 1 by de�nition. Similarly,

@t�

@N
=
2�+ b [�(1 + g)�X] [b [�(1 + g)�X] + 3�]
[2�(N � 1) + 2 + bN [�(1 + g)�X]]2

is also positive since � > X (i.e., exploitation does not exceed the available stock). In contrast,

@t�

@g
= �

b�
�
2 + �(N2 +N � 2)

�
[2�(N � 1) + 2 + bN [�(1 + g)�X]]2

,

@t�

@�
= �

b(1 + g)
�
2 + �(N2 +N � 2)

�
[2�(N � 1) + 2 + bN [�(1 + g)�X]]2

;

and
@t�

@�
= � (N � 1) [2 + b(N + 2) [�(1 + g)�X]]

[2�(N � 1) + 2 + bN [�(1 + g)�X]]2

are all negative by de�nition since N > 1.
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